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Meet Bonnie Ulrick, - La Honda’s New
Postmistress - By Vicki Skinner

Flowering Currant, Currently Flowering
by Denis Shaw
As I gaze up at my skylight, just after the day begins
to fade to black, the moon, approaching fullness,
glows like a
basketball floating
in a sea of darker
and darker blue.
Every 29.5 days,
there will be a full
moon, each
acquiring a special
name. The first one of March was named the Worm
Moon by the Native Americans, who kept track of
the months of the year by the lunar calendar. Because
our short February had no full moon, March got two.
On March 31st, we had a second moon, called the
Sap Moon, the Crow Moon, or the Lenten Moon each
by a different group.
We had some very dramatic cloud decorated skies
in February, but attempts at rain were futile here in
La Honda - only minutes of drops, some stingingly
cold, enough to almost become hail or sleet, but
definitely cold and sharp. (continued on page 2)

Bonnie
Ulirck
with
partner
Darryl
Alexander

For most of us, the retirement of Karen Delee from
the La Honda Post Office came as a great shock. We
were all sad to see her go. However, life goes on and
the mail keeps coming. And it did so in the capable
hands of Karen’s appointed interim replacement,
Bonnie Ulrick from the Pescadero Post Office. She
was the interim for three weeks, then was picked
from a pool of candidates to be the official post
mistress. Her formal installation will be scheduled
for the end of April or beginning of May (The date
was not available at time of printing).
(continued on page 2)

Puente Events and
Activities

Lifeguards still Needed for the La Honda
Pool this Summer! from Kathryn Ryan

- Coastside Gives - Matches Donations!
- Free tax preparation
- Caregiver Connection – see pg. 2 for schedule
- Science Night at PES on April 19th
- Come to Last Cafecito on Thursday, April 26th
- Dia del Niños, celebration of childhood on April 27
(Events and activities details on page 4)

Last year we were a little short on
lifeguards, and this year we would
like to have a full team.
Interested folks should find a Red
Cross Lifeguard class that will
include CPR. These are offered at local pools in
April and May. The Guild will reimburse the cost of
the training, after several month's employment with
us. The pool season is May 26 through August.
Shifts are about 3.5 hours in the afternoons - a great
local part-time summer job, looks good on a resume
and high responsibility. Anyone age 15 and up is
eligible. A drug test also needs to be passed. Please
contact Carroll in the Guild office to apply; M,T,Th,F
from 12-4, 747-9411.

LHOSP Red Barn Public Access
Lynnette Vega provided information on proposed
public access to the Red Barn as part of the La Honda
Open Space Preserve. I posted the MROSD minutes
and the proposed access map on lahonda.com. There
is also a community discussion on the LH Message
Board beginning on March 19th. Please read to help
assess the impact of the MROSD access proposal.
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Flowering Currant, Currently Flowering
(continued from page 1)
After a full
month, granted a
short one, of so
little rain, it did
finally appear as
February slipped
into March. The
startling thing is
that our landscape is so green, so evergreen, so
sempervirens!
Redwoods are evergreen, the Bay Laurel, the
Douglas Fir, the Madrone, the Pines, and most of our
Oaks are all evergreen. Coyote Bush will dot the
open fields with evergreen through every drought.
This is part of the magic of the area we inhabit.
The rain will bring to life a number of natives,
although most of them got the message already, and
have started the new growth of brighter green, rain or
no rain. Buckeye, Willow and Maple are beginning to
leaf. Smaller shrubs and perennials, grasses and
weeds, already got the signal from Mother Nature.
The native Flowering Currant, Ribes sanguinem,
displays its flowers along with its new growth of
leaves, fragrant when brushed, delighting our senses
of touch, smell and sight. If only we could hear their
cells expand and multiply.
This deciduous shrub is native to the coastal
wooded areas, found in canyons and on north slopes,
and in native gardens desiring drought tolerant, deer
resistant, flowering attractions.
The flowering currant is a relatively small shrub, up
to seven feet in ideal locations, but usually smaller,
with many dangling clusters of pink flowers. The
cultivated varieties are selected for their more intense
red coloring.
It produces a dark purple berry that is edible, but
not tasty. It can be literally stated, “It is for the
birds.” The plant is also a food source for the larvae
of some butterflies.
It is not to be confused with the currants that are
used in cooking, in cakes and puddings, which is a
small cultivar related to the grape. This currant is
only relished by the birds.
It was introduced to the scientific world in the
1820s by our Scottish friend, botanist David Douglas
(1799-1834), who is known for introducing other
local plants, such as the Douglas Fir, the Douglas
Iris, Lupine, Penstemon, the marvelous California
Poppy and many, many Pines.
Currently, a very fine specimen of the local Currant
is growing along Refection Lake at the base of a
Willow. Check it out. Touch it and smell it, then have
a seat on one of the benches a watch the coots do
their battle ballet. What a paradise at our fingertips!

Meet Bonnie Ulrick (continued from page 1)
Although born in San Rafael, CA, Bonnie lived in
Fresno, CA for many years. In Fresno, Bonnie
worked with Cigna Health as a benefits analyst, but
she was a frequent visitor to the La Honda/Pescadero
area. I met her about thirty years ago when she would
come to visit long time mutual friends, the
O’Sullivans from Pescadero. Bonnie quit working
for Cigna when they disbanded the work-from-home
program. While visiting the O’Sullivans in July 2006,
she got a job with United Concrete Plumbing owned
by the Modena Family. She says, “I came to
Pescadero to visit Sam [O’Sullivan] and found a job
at Modena’s, went back to Fresno, packed up and
moved in about a week!”
Bonnie with Fred
Rosenberg
Bonnie loved the job and
the family but needed the
security of funding her
retirement which the Post
Office offered. She started
for the Post Office in Pescadero in 2008. Then
Bonnie was reassigned to the Loma Mar Post Office
when Susan Penery succumbed to Cancer. Her most
interesting experience at Loma Mar was when the
roof leaked and she had to keep the mail dry!
She moved back to the Pescadero Post Office as
Officer-in-Charge when Mercedes Herrera retired in
2012 and Postmaster Joyce Masancay passed away.
The water seemed to follow her. She said, “Last year
the creek breached and there was water in our
parking lot.”
She adds, “I don’t know how many applicants
they picked from [to get the job in La Honda], but
they picked me! I love the people in La Honda and
my co-workers. I still go back to visit my two
daughters and grandson in Fresno, but I don’t think I
could ever live there again.”
I look forward to my dear friend Bonnie’s tenure
as La Honda’s official Postmaster and know that we
are in capable hands! Look for the announcement of
Bonnie’s formal induction at the Post Office. Stop on
by to welcome her to La Honda if you haven’t done
so already. I hope her ready smile and cheerful
attitude bring a bright spot to your day as they do
mine.
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Celebration of Carol’s Life

The students used data sheets to record
observations and test results. Observations included
weather conditions, flow rate in the creek, woody
debris, habitat conditions such as boulders, gravels
and fish barriers. No fish were observed, but students
were able to see both artificial and natural structures
in the stream channel. Natural structures don’t often
create barriers to fish passage, but artificial ones can.

by Marcy Steiner
In the early hours
of February 21st, we
all lost one of the
warmest, most loving
and certainly one of
the most certifiably
genuine characters
the town of La
Honda has been
graced with. Carol
passed away while in
the hospital for some minor surgical repairs that were
sure to enhance her quality of life, and she was very
pleased and looking forward to getting out and about
more! The surgery was a success and her death was
in no way related to it. Unfortunately, during the
night, her serious and persistent cough caused
complications that resulted in cardiac arrest. We are
all heartbroken and missing her more than words can
say.
Carol was born in Massachusetts, and fortunately
for us, she found her way to California, we believe, in
the early 70's. As most of us know, Carol was a very
private person and her business was her business! If
you didn't need to know, enough said. And if you
were blessed, you found yourself befriended by an
amazing Bostonian whose loving heart was the
largest part about her. She treated everyone with love
and grace..........unless of course you were one of her
closer friends, and then you took what you got with a
smile and a hug!
It is a serious understatement to say that she will
be missed, as there is nothing that can replace a world
without Carol. Keep her in your hearts. There will be
a Celebration of Carol's life on April 21st in the
Gardens in La Honda, from 11am to 4pm. Simple
lunch will be provided. There will be music, of
course!

Stream
monitors from
the San
Gregorio
Environmental
Resource
Center
(SGERC)
guided
students
through the use of basic water sampling equipment.
Turbidity, or the cloudiness of the water, was
measured by comparing black dots in the bottom of
cylindrical tubes of water. One tube holds creek
water, the other holds clear water while units of a
clay reagent are added until the clarity of the black
dots match in both tubes. Meters and probes were
used to measure temperature and conductivity. pH
was measured with a test kit that adds reagent to the
creek water sample, which is then compared to a
color wheel to determine pH level.
A short journey to San Gregorio State Beach, and
we were able to observe a completely different
environment, but one that is crucial to fish survival –
the lagoon. Everyone read and discussed the
interpretive panel at this location that describes
proper lagoon function and the species that depend
on it. In addition to learning the role the sandbar
plays in the mix of fresh and salt water, we talked
about the harm of artificially breaching it, and how
that can disrupt an entire fish-rearing season.
Since the weather continued to be cold and rainy,
we retreated to the San Gregorio Store to complete
our basic water quality tests. We also measured
Dissolved Oxygen in the water, a critical parameter
for fish survival. After completing measurements and
filling out our data sheets, it was time for lunch!
SGERC would like to thank the teachers, parents,
students, and principal of La Honda Elementary for
their efforts to make this field trip possible. We’d
also like to thank Cuesta La Honda Guild and
California State Parks for permission to visit these
sites, and also George Cattermole and CWC for
support and funding. This program was sponsored by
SGERC as part of their education programs and
continuing efforts to monitor and improve conditions
in the San Gregorio Watershed.

La Honda Students visit the Watershed
by Neil Panton
Fourth grade students from La Honda Elementary
recently took a field trip to study stream and lagoon
environments. They visited two very different sites,
and observed habitat and performed water quality
tests at both locations.
The first site was on La Honda Creek at Playbowl.
This is a densely wooded area with meandering creek
and good spawning gravels and water quality. The
creek had good flow due to ongoing rains, making it
a great time to measure turbidity (water clarity), air
and water temperature, water depth, conductivity
(salinity), and pH.
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(continued from page 1)

Friday, April 27th is Dia del
Niños, a celebration of all
things childhood. Food,
entertainment, and
interactive stations. 5:30–8:00 pm at Pescadero
Elementary School. Contact Arlae Alston for more
information—650-879-1691, aalston@mypuente.org
- Check our calendar at www.mypuente.org to keep
up with more upcoming events!

Coastside Gives is a great
opportunity to support Puente,
and to double the value of your
gift through matching funds
from our generous donors during this 24-hour
fundraising event on May 1st. You can schedule your
gift ahead of time by visiting
www.coastsidegives.org/puente. Contact Rita
Mancera for more information at 650-879-1691 ex.
102, or by email at rmancera@mypuente.org.

Face of Local Music - Three on the Tree
by craig eddy

Caregiver connection continues Tuesday morning
from 10-noon at the La Honda
Puente office. Kids zero to five
and their families and caregivers
are welcome for activities, presentations, snacks and
conversation. Contact swarner@mypuente.org for
more details. Featured this month:
Apr. 3:
San Mateo Library and Parachute time
Apr. 10:
Amy Wilkins offers Meal Planning Ideas
Apr. 17:
Lisa Chupity singing songs and playing
guitar
Apr. 24:
Finger Painting!
We are looking for presenters for Caregiver
Connection events; have some special knowledge, art
project, music to share, or just some time to read to
the kids? Please email Samantha Warner
at swarner@mypuente.org to volunteer.

Three on the
Tree at the
General Store
Total pros, that
was the main
thing I took
away from
March 30th’s show at the San Gregorio General Store
with Three on the Tree. This is Jerry Logan’s newest
band project, the latest in a long history of
professional playing. Jerry has put together a trio that
plays the classic style of country. Together with Fred
Deubert on Drums and Noah Hall on upright bass
they performed one of the sweetest shows I have ever
seen at the store. Not a huge crowd since it was
Friday 5-7 pm but the volume was perfect for the
smallish room. One slick classic country song after
another without the screaming electric sound that is
called country nowadays. All three players have been
in multiple bands and projects over the years and it
shows. Fred grew up on the peninsula, and Noah
comes to us from Fort Lauderdale where he made his
living as a bass player. Three on the Tree plays every
last Friday of the month at 5pm at the General store. I
recommend checking this band out if you appreciate
the highest of quality in the local venue that has a
long history of supporting local music.

There’s still time to get your taxes done! Taxes are
due on Tuesday, April 17th this year.
Puente offers free tax preparation for
people with incomes under 54k a year.
Contact dnewitt@mypuente.org for an
appointment in La Honda, or call 650879-1691 for an appointment in Pescdero.
Thursday, April 19th, 5:30–
7:30pm — Science night at
Pescadero Elementary
School. Come and explore your
scientific curiosity with hands-on science activities.
Win prizes. Contact Liz Hernandez for more details.
650-262-4062, lhernandez@mypuente.org

We are looking for people to
help coordinate the 4th of July
Picnic. Because this is a longstanding tradition, most
everything is already set in place,
and we get many of the same
volunteers each year. But we could always use some
fresh faces, and I'd love to see the younger generation
step up to help. I mean folks in their 30s and 40s.
This does not mean you do everything yourself.
This means coordinating others to do their jobs. If
you have time to contribute to this meaningful
community event, please call Kathryn at 747-0867, or
speak to Carroll in the Guild office. Thank you!

Come to the last Cafecito of the semester
on Thursday, April 26th from 7–
9pm at Pescadero Elementary
School. Help ESL students practice
their English in a fun and dynamic environment.
Volunteers are paired up with one or two students.
No experience necessary. Contact Charana Binford
for more information—650-879-1691,
cbinford@mypuente.org.
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warriors. The Open Space ranger responded by
saying, “They did not put picnic tables in the budget
and that picnic tables are very expensive.”
$30,000,000 was not enough? Measure AA did not
provide you with enough money in the budget to be
able to afford picnic tables?
Who is going to stop the hikers from littering?
Who will vet people coming onto school property?
What if the La Honda School has an event during the
day and finds the parking lot full? More importantly,
how can we keep our kids safe?
Open Space cars
parked illegally
blocking fire lane

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I know many people are delighted about the new
Open Space trails above the La Honda Elementary
School, but I, and multiple others are not fans. My
complaints are both personal to my situation, but
some should be considered by our whole community.
On weekends, I like to walk my dogs on Sears
Ranch Road. Usually there is very little traffic, and I
am able to throw the ball for my dogs while walking
along safely. There are also open parking lots at the
church and school as well. However, that day, I was
alarmed by how many cars went racing up and down
the road at excessive speeds.
In addition, the whole La Honda Elementary
School parking lot was filled with cars because the
Open Space parking lot was full. The road narrows
up above the school. Two cars tried to go by at the
same time essentially pushing me off the road instead
of waiting to let one car go through at a time. On my
way back down, I walked on the other side of the
road going with the flow of traffic where there isn’t
even a bike lane and no sidewalks to guide the cars.
This didn’t deter cars from speeding down the road.

In these days of
uncertainty, our
little school has
remained
sheltered. Most
people from out of town don’t know we have a
school up at the end of the road and I, for one, like it
that way. Years ago, when the PTA funded a
Marquee for the elementary school, I wanted to put it
down at the bottom of the hill at the intersection of 84
and Sears Ranch for the entire community to see. It
was pointed out to me by other members of the
committee, that we needed to protect our school. I
disagreed at the time, but years later it seems like the
occurrence of school shootings has increased
dramatically, I have changed my tune. That is not to
say that I believe that criminals or deranged people
might find out about our elementary school and target
it, but why risk more exposure to our community?
On weekends, many times I have observed children
playing up there, some unsupervised. Parents of
school-aged children should be comfortable letting
their kids go play unsupervised without the fear of
stranger danger or getting hit by a car.
I’ll admit, as much as I dislike Open Space, it
seems like they are here to stay. However, I propose,
as others do, that they should pay to maintain the
whole road and put up speed limit signs of 25 miles
an hour and slow school zone signs. In addition, it
should be required that they post BIG signs (not the
little tiny temporary signs that are below eye level) at
the elementary school saying, “NO OPEN SPACE
PARKING.”
Regardless of Open Space messing with my dog
walking, I love La Honda Elementary School and am
fiercely protective of it. My children attended school
there; I have spent thousands of hours on campus as a
parent, volunteer, teacher, walker of dogs, and
community member. I want to keep La Honda
School safe.
Respectfully submitted, Vicki Skinner

La Honda
Elementary
School
parking lot
full of
overflow
from Open
Space
My issues are as follows: First, non-La Honda
residents will use this road going up to the school and
back. In addition, Mid Peninsula Open Space did not
fund speed limit signs, bike lanes, road maintenance,
etc. Adrienne Delay a Sears Ranch Road resident
says, “They are not part of our community. They
don’t protect our schools or take responsibility for the
increase in traffic in a school neighborhood or
keeping our citizens safe.”
Another long time La Honda resident said she was
walking her dog up Sears Ranch and said were many
cars in the school parking lot and 20 or more people
using the picnic tables in the lower field. She asked,
“What are you doing here? You are not supposed to
be parking here.”
They said they weren’t using the parking lot, just
the picnic tables. She left, as she didn’t feel
comfortable letting her dog run loose around
strangers and went up to the gates of Open Space.
She complained and asked a Ranger why they didn’t
provide picnic tables for their own weekend/weekday
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Watch for Toxic
Spraying
By Patty Mayall,
NOW is
the time of
year when
Caltrans
could be broadcast spraying
herbicides along Hwys. 84, 35,
& 1, and other state controlled
roads.
If you live along these roads
and want to protect your
property and water resources,
please post No Spray
signs* now !
Please tell Caltrans to end
this unnecessary toxic method
of vegetation management and
to mow and cut the vegetation
which they have to do anyway
(and it IS most effective) !
Contact Caltrans Public
Information Officer Jeff Weiss
at 510-286-5543
Our voices can change this,
as we did in 2012 when the
SMC Board of Supervisors
passed the resolution ending
broadcast herbicide spraying
along COUNTY roads and in
county parks. It's time for
Caltrans to follow this lead and
to stop broadcast spraying on
our STATE roads !
Our Senator Jerry Hill needs to
hear this from more people, so
please call him at 650- 2123313. Please sign our online
petition, join our private email
list for updates, and read much
more about this on our
website.
*Free signs can be
downloaded and printed from
our website:
www.protectourwatershed.org
Or contact us for free,
laminated signs on wooden
posts: 650-815-9115.
Thank you, Patty Mayall
for Protect Our Watershed San
Mateo County
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April 2018
MONDA
Y
2 Yoga
with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 45:30p

3 "Balance, Stretch and
Tone" with Jamie 10-11:15am
clubhouse
Caregiver Connection, 10-12

8 Second Harvest Food,
OLR Church, 12-1
SC4 Amateur Radio Club
–class in HMB, 9-4:40
San Greg. Store: Flying
Salvias and Lane, 11-5

9 Yoga
with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 45:30p

10 "Balance, Stretch and
Tone" with Jamie 10-11:15am
clubhouse
Caregiver Connect, 10-12
Bookmobile, 11:30-12:45p @
LHE &1:00-2:30p @LHPO

15 Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church, 12-1
San Gregorio Store:
Keller Sisters and West
Coast Ramblers, 11-5

16 Yoga
with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 45:30p

22
Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church, 12-1
San Gregorio Store:
Nervous Pinatas and Jones
Gang 11am-5pm
Vision Board Workshop,
9:30(details on msg board)

23 Yoga
with
Mary @
Clubhouse 45:30p

29 Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church, 12-1
San Gregorio Store: Jay
Howlett and Four Shillings
Short, 11a-5p

30 Yoga
with
Mary @
Clubhouse 45:30p

SUNDAY
1 Second Harvest Food,
OLR Church, 12-1

TUESDAY

WEDNES
DAY
4 Cuesta
BOD
Meet –
7:30p,
open
session

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

5 Slow Flow Vinyasa Yoga
with Jamie, 6-7pm, Clubhouse
Alices: John Henry’s Farm
LH Preschool Story Time –
9:45a @LH Preschool

6 San Greg
Store: Mike
Grimes, 5-7p

7 Slow Flow Vinyasa
Yoga with Jamie
clubhouse, 9-10:30a
SC4 Amateur Radio Club
–class in HMB, 9-4:40
San Greg Store: Alden &
Mild Colonial Boys, 11-6p

11

12 Slow Flow Vinyasa Yoga
with Jamie, 6-7pm, Clubhouse
Alices: Geoff Allen and
Mark Binion

13

14 Slow Flow Vinyasa
with Jamie clubhouse, 910:30a
San Greg Store: Whiskey
Hill Billies and Harmony
Grits, 11-6p

17 "Balance, Stretch and
Tone" with Jamie 10-11:15am
clubhouse
Caregiver Connect, 10-12
Bookmobile, 1-2:30, LHPO
Income Tax Deadline

18 Cuesta
BOD
Meet –
7:30p,
open
session

19 Slow Flow Vinyasa Yoga
with Jamie, 6-7pm, Clubhouse
Alices: Margo Cilker
Bookmobile, 3:00-3:45p
@LHPO
LH Preschool Story Time –
9:45a @LH Preschool
Science Nite – 5:30-7:30@PES

20

21 Slow Flow Vinyasa
with Jamie clubhouse, 9a
San Gregorio Store:
Montara Mountain Boys
and Atkinson, etc, 11a-5pm
Celebration of Life for
Carol Black – 11-4, LH
Gardens

24 "Balance, Stretch and
Tone" with Jamie 10-11:15am
clubhouse
Caregiver Connect, 1012Bookmobile, 11:30-12:45pm
@ LHE &1:00-2:30p @LHPO

25
Lit Night
7pm at
Cafe

26Slow Flow Vinyasa Yoga
with Jamie, 6-7pm, Clubhouse
Alices: Pathetic Honey String
Band
LH Preschool Story Time –
9:45a @LH Preschool
Cafecito 7-9pm, PES

27 Dia del
Ninos 5:308p PES
San Greg
Store: Three
on Tree, 5-7p

28 Slow Flow Vinyasa
with Jamie clubhouse, 910:30a
San Greg Store: Andy
Fuhrman and Bundy
Browne Band 11a-5p

Note: Events on this calendar are
subject to change. More current
information may be available from the
by calling venue: Alice’s - 851-0303
AJ’s- 747-0331, SG Store – 726-0565

The La Honda Voice - This paper has been created and
published entirely by volunteers of the Community and
printed by the generosity of Puente. Contact Bob
Dougherty at voice@lahonda.com. For advertising in the
La Honda Voice, please contact Lisa Mateja of Puente.

